World class
Geared Motors

Partner Program

Your addition in transmission.
Guaranteed added value for you

Quality and quality assurance
We only work with the best components. And we also ensure the high standard of our work with an extremely dynamic and committed quality management team.

Your addition:
- Drive technology made/engineered/tested in Germany
- Premium Stephan certified acc. to ISO 9001
- Premium Transmission Ltd. certified acc. to ISO 9001, member of AGMA and CTI

Manufacturing and production
We do more and more for our customers, straight from the factory: from drive layout, gear unit design and project management through to assembly on your premises.

Your addition:
- Housing machining for cast iron, aluminium and steel
- Gear teeth ground with no play or precision-milled
- Assembly using installation cranes and in-house paint shop
Our service bonus

Universal deployment and availability
Our solutions are not limited to individual industries but are adjusted according to your needs. And we can guarantee especially short delivery times.

Safety and reliability
Premium Stephan stands for optimum levels of efficiency and absolute reliability – in applications right across every industry, from underwater gear units to cooling tower drives.

Customer orientation and service
Your objectives are the key factor: if it is not listed in the catalogue we will develop it for you. With customer orientation, expertise and excellent quality.

Highly cost-effective
We always deliver best fit – i.e. at the best possible price for the function that you actually need. This is achieved thanks to a large number of multiple-use parts, even for customised solutions.

Wide product range
Our solutions are in use everywhere – in conventional industry as well as in the harshest environments and under extreme load, from 50 Nm to 4,000,000 Nm.
Our innovative geared motors range

offers not only a wide range of different types, high reliability and quick availability, but also adaptable performance features for gearbox and motor as well as a high degree of flexibility in customer-specific applications.

**Geared motors**

You can expect diverse possibilities for individual adaptations and a quick and easy installation due to standardization to dimensions normally found in the market and our EASY-FIT assembly system. The high gearing quality and the unique Stephan gear profile ensure a low noise level, high torque transmission and high efficiency.

**Your addition:**

+ **Powerful** thanks to an optimized design and high load-bearing components
+ **Long lasting** performance even under the toughest working conditions
+ **Optimized** due to finely graded ratios and torque steps
+ **Flexible** with multiple housing, flange and shaft options
+ **Economical** thanks to energy-efficient electric motors
+ **Individually** configurable with numerous motor options
+ **Adaptable** to standard motors with low-maintenance and compact IEC motor adapter
+ **Universally** applicable as helical, parallel shaft helical and helical Bevel geared motor
+ **Low-noise** due to perfect tooth engagement, Premium Stephan S-norm
+ **ATEX design** also available for hazardous environments
Our advantages for you

1. INTERCHANGEABLE with other European Brands

Foot print, Base to output shaft and Shaft dimensions are the same as other European Manufacturers allowing MI, MP and MK to be easily installed in to existing applications.

2. TECHNICALLY superior design

Rigid case design and taper bearings on the intermediate shaft gives higher internal strength. S-norm gives low noise, longer life/durability.

3. IEC ADAPTOR, STANDARD MOTOR and Dry Connection

Gearhead and Motor Adaptor pre-assembled at the factory. No special tools required to assemble from Easy-Fit sub-assmebly system. All parts pre-painted. Add your own brand of motor or use Premium Stephan motor. Dry connection allows easy removal of motor.

4. KIT BUILD means 20 minute build time

Ready painted kits, 20 minute build time, local stockist, same day delivery, no problem!
You will find us in use (almost) everywhere

Be it Supply of new, Service or Repair, Premium Stephan with our Partners can provide the complete package.
Our Products

AGITATORS
+ MIXERS

CONVEYORS
+ MATERIAL HANDLING

COOLING TOWERS

Further members of our versatile family
Our product specialist is looking forward to hearing from you:

Convince yourself of our further drive solutions:

- Geared motors
- Special industrial gearboxes
- Planetary gearboxes
- Fluid couplings